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２．Review our Team-Teaching

・Are you satisfied with the current team 
teaching?

・Is your team teaching effective for students 
to improve their English competence? 

( Is TT more effective than teaching alone? )



３．Model Team-Teaching Class
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４．For making better Team-Teaching ①

・How long does it usually take to prepare for 
ONE class?

・How do you make lessons?
( How do you work with your coworker? )



Unit Goal

Target Skill Listening Reading Writing Speech Dialogue

Lesson Goal

Lesson Plan
（　→your role )

Reflection

Favor

・Before listening（②）, let's talk with me about India so let us know what you know
  about the country.
・While students' sharing their thoughts, speak to Ss who are good at English.
 ( I'll help Ss who are not good at. )
・In Summary（⑤）, tell them your summary in easy English.  It should include a few
  questions.

Team Teaching Card (May. 24th)
Understand the diversity of India and think of it.

Understand the variety of languages and how they are used in India.

①Review new words →　tell Ss definition of some vocabulary (paraphrase)

②Listening(iPad) →　Favor

③Reading with a handout →　walk around

④Sharing thoughts　with pairs　→　Favor

⑤Summary　→　Favor

write how they feel after reading comprehension
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４．For making better Team-Teaching ②

・Do you use English more than 90% in Team
Teaching?

・Why do we have to teach in English?
→ National Curriculum Standards
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We should use more English because ...

- for managing the lessons
- as a model
- for helping students understand
- for scaffolding
- for motivational feedback

to make the classroom a setting for
“authentic communication”
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４．For making better Team-Teaching ③

・Do you make tests together and share the 
results of them?

・Do you know the result of Nationwide 
Surveys on Academic Ability 2023?


